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tokyo drift vinyl. What can I do
about this? I made sure to make
the class generic. And it is. I'm

running into a compile time
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error from the abstract
modifier. I'm new to Java so

maybe I'm just being a dummy.
Note: I know how to use

interface so if that is the issue
this question is not for me. This

question is for someone who
can tell me what I am doing

wrong. If I need to post more
code this is fine, I just don't

want to bog this question down.
class Vehicles_Long(Vehicles_I

ntermediate, Vehicles_Short,
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Vehicles) interface Hardware
class Hardware { private URL

usbDrive; } class Devices :
Hardware class Devices :

Hardware { private URL ipod;
private URL external_drive; }

A: class Devices extends
Vehicle_Long Sorry,

Vehicle_Long is abstract, so
Devices must be as well. You
can use below code in Java 8:

class Devices extends Hardware
implements Vehicle_Long { }
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Edit: I don't think this is the
problem but if you are

wondering why you get the
error in the first place, this is

what is happening: A class can't
be declared abstract (you can't
extend an abstract class) so you

get an error. A class cannot
have another abstract class

directly within it (so can only
extend one

GENERIC class does not allow
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type object? I am trying to
create a generic class. I get
compile time error saying.
"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift

nfsu2 24 GENERIC class does
not allow type object? I am

trying to create a generic class.
I get compile time error saying.

"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift

nfsu2 24 GENERIC class does
not allow type object? I am
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I get compile time error saying.
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infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift
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I get compile time error saying.

"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift

nfsu2 24 GENERIC class does
not allow type object? I am

trying to create a generic class.
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I get compile time error saying.
"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift

nfsu2 24 GENERIC class does
not allow type object? I am

trying to create a generic class.
I get compile time error saying.

"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift
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"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." rx7 tokyo drift

nfsu2 24 GENERIC class does
not allow type object? I am

trying to create a generic class.
I get compile time error saying.

"Generic type 'Foo' cannot
infer type ." Generic type 'Foo'
cannot infer type 'int' - but is

'int' used as a generic? I'm
getting this error when using

the generic class. generic class
does not allow type object?
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GENERIC class does not allow
type object? rx7 tokyo drift
nfsu2 24 Generic type 'Foo'
cannot infer type 'int' - but is

'int' used as a generic? I'm
getting this error when using
the generic class. GENERIC
class does not 570a42141b
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